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generation of S3000/S3200
dobbies, the LX/LXL
electronic Jacquard
machines, ALPHA carpet
weaving systems, the TF
technical weaving systems,
and DEIMO knitting
solutions all attest to
continuity and a passion for
innovation, which is
embedded in the DNA of the
company.

Stäubli – 125 years of
passion for innovation

LX electronic Jacquard machine.

Excellence means constant
improvement and development
in all areas
“The spirit of innovation has defined
our company from the beginning – it’s
rooted deeply in the nature of Stäubli”,
says Rolf Strebel, Stäubli CEO. “It’s the
reason we constantly develop new

solutions which add value for our
customers. Other decisive factors for our
long-term success are the spirit of
cohesion amongst our staff around the
globe, our inquisitiveness, and our
philosophy of continuous improvement.
Our aspiration is to constantly improve –
on a human, professional, and technical
level – and to remain just as successful
during the next 125 years.”

Technological
advancements and
visionary ideas have
formed a company that
is poised to operate as
successfully in the new
millennium as it did at
the end of the 19th
century.
Today Stäubli is a mechatronics
solutions provider with three dedicated
activities: Connectors, Robotics and
Textile. With a global workforce of over
4,500, the company generates an annual
turnover of 1.1 billion Swiss francs.
Founded in 1892, today Stäubli is an
international group headquartered in
Pfäffikon, Switzerland. 

VDMA: Machinery and
textiles for a better future
On the occasion of its 125th anniversary,
the VDMA has put together a series of
multimedia reports, published on the new
website https://humans-machinesprogress.com. The reports show that
Machines are not an end in itself for the
machinery engineering industry.
Regina Brückner, Vice-Chairperson of
the VDMA Textile Machinery Association
and Managing Associate of Brückner
Trockentechnik, explains: “Machines are the
means to make progress come true for
people and to meet challenges like energy,
mobility, infrastructure and health. Textiles
and textile machinery play – sometimes
hidden – a major role in improving daily
life.”
Textile machinery is, for example, a
starting point for resource-efficient
construction. Lightweight construction
materials based on knitted, woven or
nonwovens fabrics enable enormous savings
potential in aerospace. 1,974 litres of
kerosene can be saved per aircraft per year
with 20 kilograms less weight on the A320.
Infrastructure maintenance is currently
time consuming and costly because the

reinforced concrete that has been used in
many structures, contains steel reinforcing
bar that can corrode, making the concrete
structure crack. Textiles offer a robust
alternative by replacing steel with carbon.
Carbon concrete is durable and versatile in
its uses. The carbon used to reinforce
concrete is even stronger than steel, but at
the same time much lighter and more
durable since it does not corrode. Building
elements made of carbon concrete can thus
be thinner, reducing demand for raw
materials and, as a result, energy use and
CO2 emissions are cut almost by half. These
materials that help maintaining bridges and
buildings are made on warp knitting
machines, where yarn is processed into netlike cores or even three-dimensional spacer
fabrics.
In medical technology, textiles play a
vital part, too. The use of textile-based
implants, such as stents, heart valve
replacements and artificial cartilages or
tissues, is growing strongly in modern
surgical techniques. Garments with
integrated sensors are already commercially
available, including T-shirts that can measure
pulse, breathing and body movement.

Regina Brückner, Vice-Chairperson of the
VDMA Textile Machinery Association and
Managing Associate of Brückner
Trockentechnik.

In the working world, textiles are both
ubiquitous and practically invisible: Even in
modern production sites, workers need
professional and protective clothing to
protect them from injury and safeguard
against hazardous environments. Air
conditioning is meanwhile becoming
widespread in the modern working world –
even in regions with no weather extremes.
Air and dust filters made of nonwovens are
most of the time not visible but they are
there and help to protect staff, as well as
sensitive equipment, in production plants.
The stories Materials and Health on
humans-machines-progress.com show more
exciting examples of mechanical and plant
engineering being the driving force for
lightweight construction and how medical
textile technology ensures good health and
quality of life. 
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